Among top 500 global companies, 281 have invested in Chengdu!

1. CHENGDU HIGH TECH DEVELOPING AREA
   Among top 500 global, 102 companies invest in Chengdu High Tech Developing Area, such as INTEL, MOTOROLA, IBM, DELL, SIMENSE, PHILIPS, SCHNEIDER. The total number of foreign companies amount to 1,200.

2. CHENGDU ECONOMIC & TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPING AREA
   Vehicle and spare parts companies such as VOLKSWAGEN, VOLVO, TOYOTA, DONGFENG AUTO, BOSCH. Engineering vehicle companies KOBELCO, HERRENKNECHT, CSR.

3. JINNIU INDUSTRIAL AREA
   HUIYUAN JUICE GROUP, HUIYUAN OPTICAL, HUIJI FOOD, SANTAI HOLDING, PHARMESIS

4. WUHOU INDUSTRIAL AREA
   EMERSON, DUPONT, SBX, SYNNEX, WISESOFT, DIGITAL CHINA

5. CHENGHUA INDUSTRIAL AREA
   SICHUAN TOBACCO, CNEG, LEI SHING HONG, SANWANG, CHRITRS, SICHUAN GUOSHA,

6. QINGYANG INDUSTRIAL AREA
   PEPSI, BOSCH, CGGC, OCEA KING, YUANDA JUHUA, REFORMER, MR TECHNOLOGY
7. JINJIANG INDUSTRIAL AREA
SHELL, SONY, CARREFOUR, ITO YAKADO, ISETAN, WANGFUJING, RENHE

8. PIXIAN INDUSTRIAL AREA
ROBUST, PANPANDOOR, DEB, WECOME GROUP, GOLDEN ZONE, CHENGDU BUS

9. SHUANGLIU INDUSTRIAL AREA
BAYER, ENWEI, XIUZHENG PHARMACERTIAL, XIZI LIFT, TIANWEI NEW ENERGY, APOLLO SOLAR, CSG HOLDING, SICHUAN GUODONG, SICHUAN DEYANG

10. XINDU INDUSTRIAL AREA
KELUN INDUSTRY GROUP, COCA-COLA, SNOW BEER, CRRC, FAW, AVIC, CHALCO, CHERMING GROUP, XUGUANG ELECTRONICS, ZHENXING GROUP

11. QINGBAIJIAN INDUSTRIAL AREA
PANZHIHUA IRON & STEEL, SICHUAN CHEMICAL, TAIWANGLASS, CREG, CHINA JUSHI, SINOTRUCK WANGPAI MOTOR, CHENGDU YULONG CHEMICAL

12. WENJIANG INDUSTRIAL AREA
UNI-PRESIDENT, MASTERKONG, WAHAHA, TSINGTAO BEER, KELUN INDUSTRY GROUP, Kechuang Medicine, Pisen, Zhongli Data, HONGLEONG GROUP, CP GROUP, OERLIKON BALZERS, INTERNATIONAL PAPER, COFCO

13. CHONGZHOU INDUSTRIAL AREA
GREE, MECMESIN, KANGNAI, WEBFORGE, KASEN, MCC, QITS

14. QIONGLAI INDUSTRIAL AREA
YILI GROUP, TONGWEI GROUP, JINLIUFU, CHENGDU CHUNYUAN, JINLI FOOD,

15. PENGZHOU INDUSTRIAL AREA
C&S, CHENGDU FIRST PHARMACERTIAL, Yabao Group, WEIAO PHARMACEUTICAL

16. DUJIANGYAN INDUSTRIAL AREA
JIANGHAN INDUSTRIAL, LAFARE, SENLIAO WOODWORKING, PUSHNINGJIANG MACHINE TOOL, WSBEE

17. DAVI INDUSTRIAL AREA
DALKIA GROUP, CONCH GROUP, YUANXING TYRE, CARPOLY, SBS ZIPPER

18. JINTANG INDUSTRIAL AREA
MENGNIU GROUP, QINGQING, SANJIANG CRANE, LAFARE, SANCHUAN SPECIAL STEEL

19. PUJIANG INDUSTRIAL AREA
Bosch Packaging, Bosch Power Tools, DJ LASER, JIAJIANG FOOD, YONGAN PHARMACEUTICAL

20. XINJIN INDUSTRIAL AREA
COFCO CHENGDU, NICE GROUP, HOPE GROUP, CHEMCHINA, CARRIER, AIR LIQUIDE, CHENGGRAND, XIN CORPORATION, SICHUAN TENGZHONG